
Sources of Herbicide Contamination
Possible culprits are …….

Spray Tank
• surface walls
• recessed drains



Sources of Herbicide Contamination
Possible culprits are …….

Screens













Sources of Herbicide Contamination
Possible culprits are …….

Endcaps

















Nylon Braided Hose
Discharge Only, Not Suction

Cost
1/2” - $1.98/ft
3/4” - $4.78
1” - $6.23

3 Times the cost of black EPDM
Hose



Wire braid
Suction and Discharge

1” - $7.78/ft
1 1/4” - $9.85
1 1/2” - $9.93
2” - $11.73
3” - $17.89



Proposed Cleanout

Empty boom every night

First Rinse Sprayed in field

Remove, clean and replace 
screens

Remove and clean end caps

Second rinse with water and 
replace end caps

Add and hold tank cleaner

Third rinse and flush

Fourth rinse (?)

Rinse outside of sprayer

Do you have written 
procedures for tank 
cleanouts that 
applicators sign off on?



You might think after a pump has lost it's prime that hardly any 

product remains in the system. But a 120' boom may hold 35 gallons 

and a 90' boom may hold 25 gallons. Depending on the rate applied, 

that's between one to three acres of product left in the boom and 

hoses. That's a lot of damage waiting to happen!















Wear Gloves 





Passing the eye test







Before Second Rinse-Screens and End CapsFirst rinse  
done



Remove, Clean, and Reinsert Screens



Third Mistake—Believing That Flushing The Screen Is Cleaning







Always wear long 
pants and long-
sleeved shirt when 
rinsing equipment. 









Remove And Clean End Caps On Boom SectionsScreens 
replaced
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Second Rinse-Tank, Hoses, Screens, End CapsFirst rinse  
done



















Add Tank Cleaner 

First rinse: tank, hoses, boom

Second rinse: tank, hoses, 
screens, end caps, boom



A Major Fourth  Mistake—Tank Cleaners Work Magic!



The Longer You Leave The Tank Cleaner In, 

The Better It Works

How Long Is Anyone’s Guess 





• First rinse: tank, hoses, boom
• Second rinse: tank, hoses, boom, screens, end caps
• Third rinse with tank cleaner: tank, hoses, boom, screens, end caps
• Some add a fourth rinse to clean out any remaining tank cleaner



The Power Of Three Rinses

















Can not contaminate water based on 
label language with waste water 















Proposed Cleanout

Empty boom every night

First Rinse Sprayed in field

Remove, clean and replace 
screens

Remove and clean end caps

Second rinse with water and 
replace end caps

Add and hold tank cleaner

Third rinse and flush

Rinse outside of sprayer

Follow the 
procedures in the 
tank cleaning 
process to the letter!




